The Emblem of the American Board of Family Medicine embodies the story of the Specialty of Family Medicine.

The upper half of the Emblem pictures a palm tree. The lower half is divided into two parts: on the left-hand side is a representation of the mythological bird, the Phoenix, rising out of its nest of fire; on the right-hand side of the lower half is the standard of medicine, the Staff of Aesculapius.

The palm tree is the Phoenix Dactylifera, the Latin name for the date palm, so called because of the ancient idea that if this tree is burned down or if it falls through old age, it will rejuvenate itself and spring up fairer than ever. This symbolizes our specialty arising directly from its general practice heritage.

The Phoenix, the fabulous Arabian mythological bird, lives a certain number of years, at the close of which it makes a nest of spices, sings a melodious dirge, flaps its wings to set fire to the pile and burns itself to ashes and comes forth with new life. This, of course, symbolizes our periodic recertification.

Immediately below the Emblem are the Latin words, “Palmam Qui Meruit Ferat”--“Let him bear the palm who has earned it”. This refers to the Roman custom to give the victorious gladiator a branch of the palm tree, the palm leaf being a sign of attainment of victory--symbolizing for us the attainment of Diplomate status by examination.
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Serving family medicine doctors and researchers in the US and abroad since 1988, the *Journal of the American Board of Family Medicine (JABFM)* is published online and in print six times a year by the American Board of Family Medicine.

**JABFM** delivers incisive, peer-reviewed, up-to-date content comprising:
- original research
- clinical reviews
- ethics and humanities essays
- family medicine across the globe
- evidence-based guidelines
- practice-based research
- health care systems, services, policies,
- lively correspondence

**JABFM** Online is open-access, available at [www.jabfm.org](http://www.jabfm.org), featuring RSS Feeds, Expedited International Distribution (EID), and “Email this Article to a Friend” functionality.

**Readership**

**JABFM** is targeted primarily to family medicine physicians and researchers, and all those interested in the field of family medicine.

**Circulation**

Online: On average in 2013, 444,500 total requests for content per month.
Print: Approximately 900 copies per issue.

**Advertising**

Display and classified ads are available for both print and online. Please contact the editorial offices at jabfm@med.wayne.edu or 313-577-5205.

**Email Alerts**

To be notified as soon as a new issue posts online, or when an article on a particular topic is published, readers may sign up for email alert via the left navigation bar at [www.jabfm.org](http://www.jabfm.org).

**Manuscript Invitation**

The **JABFM** welcomes high-quality manuscripts that contribute to family medicine as a clinical scientific discipline. High priority is given to clinically relevant studies that have practical implications for improved patient care. Manuscripts are evaluated with regard to quality, originality, significance to the advancement of the field of family medicine, and level of interest to the practicing family physician. Information for authors can be found at [www.jabfm.org](http://www.jabfm.org).

**Reviewers**

We welcome new peer reviewers. To volunteer for this important service, please contact us at jabfm@med.wayne.edu or 313-577-5205; or you may download the form at [www.jabfm.org](http://www.jabfm.org) via the right navigation bar.
Visit us on the Web

The American Board of Family Medicine invites you to visit its Web site at

http://www.theabfm.org

The site includes the following topics:

- Requirements for residency training
- Requirements for certification
- Requirements for recertification
- Requirements for Certificates of Added Qualifications in Geriatric Medicine and Sports Medicine
- Future examination dates
- Information on ABFM publications including the Journal of the American Board of Family Medicine and ABFM Reference Guides
- A listing of current and past Boards of Directors
- A staff listing and telephone directory
- The meaning of the ABFM emblem
- Official definitions and policies
- A brief history of the specialty
- Access by city and state to names of ABFM-Certified Family Physicians

We welcome your comments and suggestions.
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ONLINE ADDRESS CHANGE

To change your address at the ABFM website, please log on to https://www.theabfm.org and enter your Physician Portfolio.
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